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ABSTRACT:
This paper examines the use of neuro-fuzzy techniques to perform intelligent data analysis. The advantages and disadvantages of using neural networks and fuzzy models in intelligent data analysis are investigated and reported. A comparison is made of neural networks, fuzzy rules extracted from data and fuzzy rules extracted from trained neural networks. A neuro-fuzzy data analysis model is also proposed. It is often observed that the data analysis cycle consists of three main steps: feature selection, model construction and interpretation of the model. It is shown that the use of the proposed neuro-fuzzy model can be beneficial in all the three steps. The proposed technique generates results as good as that of other techniques and possesses desirable features when compared to other techniques in the literature.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In many engineering and business applications, data analysis plays an important role. The data analysis approach used must be able to provide a reasonable summary as well as an analysis of the data. There are two broad categories of data analysis; descriptive and inferential [1,2]. Intelligent data analysis systems are becoming popular especially with the use of neural networks, fuzzy systems and neuro-fuzzy systems. Fuzzy systems and neural networks are complementary techniques for designing an intelligent data analysis system, with its own advantages and disadvantages [3]. Neural networks are well known for their application to classification and function approximation problems. They have the ability to perform non-linear input and output mapping from training data, and are capable of generalisation by rejecting noise and generating results for input data that are new to the network. On the other hand, fuzzy systems have the ability to handle fuzzy information and can also handle non-linear functions. The major advantage of fuzzy system is the ability to express the ambiguity of knowledge in linguistic terms. The inspiration for neural networks and fuzzy system historically comes from the desire to produce artificial systems capable of sophisticated intelligent computation.

When using neural networks and fuzzy systems independently, each technique has its shortcomings that prevent it from being a “complete” solution for use as an intelligent data analysis system. For example, after a neural network is trained, it acts like a “black-box”. A user will have difficulty in understanding the large number of weights involved. In addition, the effects on the output are unpredictable if some weights are modified. As for a fuzzy system, the setting up of the fuzzy rules can be tedious especially when a large number of input parameters is involved. Also, it does not have the ability to learn and adapt from the training data. To solve the problem of how to set up fuzzy rules, fuzzy rule extraction/induction algorithms can be used to obtain the rules from the training data [4,5,6]. However, the rules extracted may not have the best generalisation capability. Also, the rules generated may not cover the whole range of the universe of discourse. With these disadvantages, there is a need to integrate the two techniques.

There are many ways that the combination can be implemented [7]. For the Neural Fuzzy Networks technique, the intelligent data analysis system normally makes use of fuzzy methods to enhance the learning capabilities or performance of a neural network. In this case, after the neural network has learned the underlying function, it is still acting as a “black-box” with difficulties for humans in interpreting the data analysis model. When using a Cooperative Neuro-Fuzzy technique, a neural network is used to learn the underlying function and fuzzy rules are extracted from the trained neural network. After the fuzzy rules are extracted, then the neural network is not used any more. This way of combining neural networks and fuzzy systems is desirable for use as a model to design our intelligent data analysis system.
This paper acts as a comparison study to investigate the use of a Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN), a fuzzy data analysis model using fuzzy rule extraction techniques, and our proposed neuro-fuzzy data analysis system. In most data analysis cycles, normally there are three main steps: feature selection, building the data analysis model and interpretation of the data analysis model. The proposed neuro-fuzzy technique can effectively handle these three steps easily and automatically. The comparison study also shows that this technique has many desirable features as compared to the others techniques used in this paper. Also, this paper shows that the proposed neuro-fuzzy approach can generate as good or better results than in the literature.

2.0 FEATURE SELECTION

In most intelligent data analysis systems, normally the first step is to perform feature selection, or input data mining. The main purpose of the feature selection is to identify the significant input variables in predicting the output [9]. This is important for most data mining and data analysis problems, as the available number of input variables may be very large. The significant inputs for some cases have a direct relationship with their correlation to the output. In some cases by pruning some input variables (irrelevant inputs), the results can be improved. In our intelligent data analysis system, the first step is to select the most contributing input variables for constructing the data analysis model. For our study, in order to confidently identify the significant input variables used to build the data analysis model, we take a look at four feature selection methods namely Garson [10], Milne [11], Gedeon and Wong [9, 12], and Fung, Wong and Crocker [13].

Garson [10] proposed the measure show in equation (1) for the proportional contribution of an input to a particular output. This is calculated as the fraction a single weight to a hidden neuron makes to all weights to that neuron, modulated by the weight connection to output. Then they divide by the sum of all such paths.

\[ G_{ik} = \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{nh} \frac{w_{ij}}{\sum_{p=1}^{ni} w_{pj}} \cdot w_{jk}}{\sum_{q=1}^{nj} \sum_{j=1}^{nh} \frac{w_{qj}}{\sum_{p=1}^{ni} w_{pj}} \cdot w_{qj}} \]  

(1)

A disadvantage of this approach is that during the summation process, positive and negative weights can cancel their contribution which leads to inconsistent results.

Milne [11] commented that the sign of the contribution is lost, and proposed equation (2)

\[ M_{ik} = \frac{\sum_{q=1}^{nj} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{nh} \frac{w_{qj}}{\sum_{p=1}^{ni} w_{pj}} \cdot w_{qj} \right) \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{nh} \frac{w_{ij}}{\sum_{p=1}^{ni} w_{pj}} \cdot w_{jk}}{\sum_{p=1}^{ni} w_{pj}} \]  

(2)

Similar to Garson, but the fraction uses the absolute value of the weights to that hidden neuron. Also divide by the sum of absolute values of all paths. The meaning of this sum is not intuitively clear.

Gedeon and Wong [9, 12] used the measure shown in equation (3) for the contribution of an input to a neuron in the hidden layer.

\[ P_{ij} = \frac{|w_{ij}|}{\sum_{p=1}^{ni} |w_{pj}|} \]  

(3)

This is the fraction of contribution the absolute value of weights makes to the sum of absolute values.

A measure \( P_{ik} \) is defined for the contribution of a hidden neuron to an output neuron similar to the measure \( P_{ij} \) used in equation (3) is shown in equation (4).

\[ P_{jk} = \frac{|w_{jk}|}{\sum_{r=1}^{nh} |w_{rk}|} \]  

(4)

The contribution of an input neuron to an output neuron [9] is then shown in equation (5).

\[ Q_{ik} = \sum_{r=1}^{nh} (P_{jr} \times P_{rk}) \]  

(5)

The benefit of this approach is that the magnitude of the contribution is disentangled from the sign of the contribution. The magnitude of contributions is significant in indicating whether an input is important, while the sign of the contribution is largely irrelevant in the decision to remove or retain an input, and is recoverable in any case from the raw data by simple statistical methods.

Fung, Wong and Crocker [13] identify the input variables without examining at the weights of the BPNN, but assuming that the trained weights should present some kind of sensitivity by the derivative of the output if the input is important in the model. They vary each input variables to their maximum and minimum and observe the derivatives of the change between the two. Finally the contribution of each input variable is calculated by equation (6).

\[ C_k = \frac{T \Delta h_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} (T \Delta h_j)} \times 100\% \]  

(6)
This method is computationally cheaper than the other techniques.

3.0 BACKPROPOGATION NEURAL NETWORKS

A Backpropagation Neural Network (BPNN) is used in this study. BPNNs are the most widely used neural network systems and the most well known supervised learning technique used in intelligent data analysis systems [14]. Validation techniques [15,16,17] should be used to ensure the best generalization point to stop training. This is beyond the scope of this paper and therefore not discussed here.

4.0 FUZZY RULE EXTRACTION

The fuzzy rule extraction technique [6] investigated in this paper is an extension of the technique proposed by Sugeno and Yasukawa (SY) in [18] to produce IF-THEN rules. Given a set of training data, the technique first clusters the output space. Data points from each output cluster are projected back to each input dimension forming one-dimensional clusters. The clusters from different dimensions are then merged to form fuzzy rules. In [6], the technique was validated using artificially generated as well as well-known benchmark data sets. It was shown that the technique has reasonable accuracy using relatively few fuzzy rules.

The algorithm consists of 6 steps:

1. Perform Fuzzy c-Means clustering [19] on the output space. The algorithm iteratively searches for a set of cluster centers that represent the structure of the data as best as possible by minimizing (8).

\[
J_m(U,V) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} \sum_{i=1}^{c} (U_{ik})^m ||x_i - v_k||^2, \quad 1 \leq m \leq \infty \tag{8}
\]

where \(J_m(U,V)\) is the sum of squared error for the set of fuzzy clusters represented by the membership matrix \(U\), and the associated set of cluster centers \(V\). Here, \(||x_i - v_k||^2\) represents the distance between the data \(x_i\) and the cluster center \(v_k\). At each iteration, the cluster centers are calculated using (9) and (10).

\[
U_{ik} = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{c} \left( \frac{||x_k - v_i||}{||x_k - v_j||} \right)^{2(m-1)} \right)^{-1} \quad \forall i, \forall k \tag{9}
\]

\[
v_j = \frac{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (U_{ik})^m x_k}{\sum_{k=1}^{n} (U_{ik})^m} \quad \forall j \tag{10}
\]

The optimal number of clusters in the data is determined by means of the FS index [20] as follows:

\[
S(c) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} (U_{ik})^m ||x_i - v_i||^2 - ||x_i - \bar{x}||^2 \tag{11}
\]

The number of cluster, \(c\), is determined so that \(S(c)\) reaches a local minimum as \(c\) increases. The clusters formed are fuzzy clusters in the sense that they are allowed to overlap with adjacent clusters as long as \(S(c)\) is minimised.

2. For each fuzzy output cluster \(B_i\) approximated, all the points belonging to the cluster are projected back to each of the input dimensions. For each dimension, fuzzy clustering is again applied to the projection of the points. In this step, the FS index (11) is used in conjunction with the merging index [21]:

\[
P(v) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} e^{-\frac{4(||x_j - v_i|| - ||x_j - v_m||)^2}{2}} \tag{12}
\]

For each pair of cluster centers \(v_i\) and \(v_j\), the index (12) is merged if \(P(v_m)\) is smaller than both \(P(v_i)\) and \(P(v_j)\), where \(v_m\) is the middle point \((v_i + v_j)/2\).

3. The previous step results in multiple 1D fuzzy clusters in each input dimension. For each fuzzy cluster, a trapezoidal cluster is approximated. We refer the reader to [22] for a simple trapezoidal cluster approximation technique. The partition is converted to a Ruspini partition [23] for the convenience of the latter steps.

4. Each of the \(n\) clusters \((C_{d1} - C_{dn})\) in the input dimension \(d\) is a projection of the multi-dimensional input cluster to that input dimension. Next the clusters from individual dimensions are combined to form the multi-dimensional input cluster. The merging process involves the use of a threshold \(t\) which governs the degree of sparseness in the rule-base to be generated. In general, the higher the threshold, the fewer rules are generated.
The cluster in the multi-dimensional space is determined to be the region where the number of projected points in the region exceeds \( t \). A point \( p \) is contained in the cluster \( C_i \) if \( \mu_{C_i}(p) > \mu_{C_j}(p) \) for all \( j \neq i \). The process has three steps:

a. Find one of the multi-dimensional clusters \( C \) where the number of points that falls into its projection exceeds the threshold \( t \) using the following algorithm:

```plaintext
PROCEDURE find_MD_cluster
Let \( U_i \) be the set of one-dimensional clusters in dimension \( i \)
Let \( \text{mdCluster} = \{ \} \)
for \( i = 1 \) to \( k \)
    for each unit \( u \in U_i \)
        \( utemp = \text{mdCluster} \times u \)
        if \( utemp \) is dense
            \( \text{denseunit} = utemp \)
            break
        end if
    end for
end for
```

b. Remove all data points that are contained in the cluster \( C \) approximated.

c. Repeat steps 1 – 2 until no more clusters can be found.

5. For each of the multi-dimensional clusters identified, a rule can be formed. For example, if a multi-dimensional cluster is formed with \( [C_{11}, C_{23}, C_{34}] \) for the points projected from output cluster \( B_i \), we obtain the following rule:

\[
\text{If } x_1 \text{ is } C_{11} \text{ and } x_2 \text{ is } C_{23} \text{ and } x_3 \text{ is } C_{34} \text{ then } y \text{ is } B_i
\]

Where \( C_{dn} \) is the \( n \)th cluster identified at input dimension \( d \).

6. The completed fuzzy rule-base then goes through a parameter identification process where each trapezoidal cluster in the input and output space is adjusted to improve the overall performance. The parameter identification is described in [18]. An alternative technique is proposed in [23]. These details are omitted here as they only fine tune the rules.

5.0 NEURO-FUZZY

The objective of this proposed technique is to set up an intelligent data analysis system that is comprehensible by the user. The rules deduced should also describe the underlying function of the training data by excluding noise or outliers. From the previously described techniques, each has its strong and weak points. The BPNN has the ability to generalised and eliminate noise. However, once the network is trained, it is difficult to understand how the system operates. The user cannot modify the behaviour of the model. The proposed neuro-fuzzy intelligent data analysis system combines the two approaches. Establishment of the system is basically divided into two parts. The first part involves the training of a generalised BPNN based on backpropagation learning algorithm. The second part involves extracting fuzzy rules to explain the underlying function of the trained neural network.

This suggests creating the intelligent data analysis system as follows. After the number of memberships required for the fuzzy system is determined using one of the feature selection methods described earlier, input variables for all possible memberships are generated and applied to the trained BPNN. The outputs generated cover the universe of discourse of the sample space. The set of generated input variables with their corresponding outputs from the BPNN model are now used as the training data for a fuzzy rule extraction system. As this data set also describes the generalisation function underlying the BPNN data analysis model, the fuzzy rules produced will encapsulate the required knowledge. This is the model construction phase. After the fuzzy rules have been extracted, the BPNN is not used any more for prediction. Any new inputs will be input to the fuzzy system for prediction. The fuzzy rule base is used for interpretation of any particular output via the specific fuzzy rules which fired to create the output.

6.0 CASE STUDY

The dataset used in this comparison study was obtained from the Statistics library maintained by Carnegie Mellon University. This dataset concerns the housing values in the suburbs of Boston. There are 13 input variables used to determine the housing price. The input and output variables are tabulated in Table 1. We have randomly separated the whole data set of 506 data points into two sets: for training (253 data points) which is divided into two sets: training set and validation set, and testing set (253 data points).
Table 1: Attributes of the housing dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) CRIM</td>
<td>per capita crime rate by town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) ZN</td>
<td>proportion of residential land zoned for lots over 25,000 sq.ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) INDUS</td>
<td>proportion of non-retail business acres per town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) CHAS</td>
<td>Charles River dummy variable (= 1 if tract bounds river; 0 otherwise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) NOX</td>
<td>nitric oxides concentration (parts per 10 million)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) RM</td>
<td>average number of rooms per dwelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) AGE</td>
<td>proportion of owner-occupied units built prior to 1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) DIS</td>
<td>weighted distances to five Boston employment centres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9) RAD</td>
<td>index of accessibility to radial highways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(10) TAX</td>
<td>full-value property-tax rate per $10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(11) PTRATIO</td>
<td>pupil-teacher ratio by town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(12) B</td>
<td>1000(Bk - 0.63)^2 where Bk is the proportion of blacks by town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(13) LSTAT</td>
<td>% lower status of the population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(14) MDEV</td>
<td>Median value of owner-occupied homes in $1000's</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the feature selection, the significant input variables that can be used to predict the median value of the house are determined. The four methods (Garson [10], Milne [11], Gedeon and Wong [9, 12], and Fung, Wong and Crocker [13]) described in Section 2.0 are used, and results are shown in Table 2. From Table 2, we found that inputs (6) RM, (8) DIS, (10) TAX, and (13) LSTAT to be the more important features from the four methods. To justify that the four inputs selected are correct, we have established comparison models: one with all input variable and the other with only the four input variables. The results are tabulated in Table 3.

Table 2: Feature Selection Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Sort according from the most significant inputs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fung, Wong and Crocker</td>
<td>10 8 13 6 5 1 11 9 2 7 12 3 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gedeon and Wong</td>
<td>6 13 8 10 9 11 1 3 5 12 7 4 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milne</td>
<td>13 6 8 1 5 11 3 12 9 10 2 7 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garson</td>
<td>6 1 3 10 4 7 2 11 12 8 5 13 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Comparison of testing results for feature selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data analysis model</th>
<th>Correlation R-Square</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPNN (using all 14 inputs)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPNN (using only 4 inputs)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy rule extraction from data (using all 14 inputs)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>6.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy rule extraction from data (using only 4 inputs)</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Comparison of different intelligent data analysis model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intelligent data analysis systems</th>
<th>Correlation R-Square</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BPNN</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuzzy rule extraction from data</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>6.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuro-Fuzzy from BPNN</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>3.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 3, we can see that the feature selection techniques have confidently selected the significant inputs for predicting the housing prices. We also notice that the neural network is better than the fuzzy rule extraction from the data.

After the 4 input variables have been determined, the comparison will only make use of the reduced data set. Table 4 shows the comparison results of the different intelligent data analysis systems. In both tables, the correlation and RMSE are between expected and predicted values.

For the BPNN, the best neural network configuration found is 4-8-1. The training is performed using 134 training data and 119 validation data. For the fuzzy rule extraction technique, the number of fuzzy rules extracted is 21. For the neuro-fuzzy intelligent data analysis system, the results are quite similar to that of the BPNN. It therefore shows that the fuzzy extraction technique can extract the underlying function from the trained BPNN. The number of fuzzy rules extracted by the neuro-fuzzy technique is 17. By combining the BPNN and fuzzy rule extraction techniques, we have incorporated the advantages of the neural network and fuzzy modelling. It can be observed that the proposed neuro-fuzzy has better prediction accuracy than the fuzzy rule extraction system. It is also noted that the neuro-fuzzy system uses fewer fuzzy rules. The main reason is that the BPNN has generalised from the data before generating information for the fuzzy rule extraction technique used in extracting the underlying function. The
prediction accuracy of the neuro-fuzzy is essentially the same as the BPNN, and has the advantage of presenting only 17 fuzzy rules for the user to understand the data analysis model.

7.0 CONCLUSION

A neuro-fuzzy intelligent data analysis system is proposed in this paper, which integrates the main features of a BPNN and a fuzzy rule extraction system. The strong points of the two systems are combined into one intelligent data analysis model. The final system is capable of generalising from the available training samples, to perform interpretation from new data and to provide users with a set of human understandable fuzzy rules. The users may examine the rule base and perform necessary modification or add new rules to the system based on past experience and knowledge. The comparison study has shown that this proposed approach provides good prediction results.
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